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Your HOME @ Rome near Trastevere

Dear Guest / Guests,

Hoping to please we have prepared some maps with directions to several businesses in the area
that may be needed during your stay in our house. This will allow you to quickly identify the location of
some useful services during the holiday:

- Where to have breakfast

- Where to eat (lunch and dinner)

- Pharmacies, medical (surcharge)
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Tickets for public transport
For the full details of tickets and tariffs refer to the official web site http://www.atac.roma.it/
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BIT (€ 1,50) valid for 100 minutes from the first validation; on the subway is valid for one ride, even
on multiple lines, without leaving the turnstiles
ROMA 24H (€ 7,00) valid for 24 hours from the first validation and for an unlimited number of trips
in rome territory
ROMA 48H (€ 12,50) valid for 48 hours from the first validation and for an unlimited number of
trips in rome territory
ROMA 72H (€ 18,00) valid for 72 hours from the first validation and for an unlimited number of
trips in rome territory
CIS (€ 24,00) valid for 7 days from the date of the first validation, or up to 24.00 hours of the seventh
day, including that of stamping, and for an unlimited number of trips in rome territory.
BIT REGENERATION EDIZIONE LIMITATA (€ 14,00 Pack da 10 BIT) valid for 100 minutes
from the first validation
BIG (title suppressed no longer usable or replaceable)
BTI (title suppressed no longer usable or replaceable)
SPECIAL PACK ROMEJUBILEE 2015-16 (€ 7.00 Pack of 4 BIT more map center) valid for 100
minutes from the first validation

roma pass

The Roma Pass is the cultural tourist card of the capital offering discounts and services to visit the
city's museums.
The Roma Pass card allows the access to all the monuments, museums and state and municipal
archaeological sites included in the offer and entitles free admission to the first two sites and / or
museums chosen and reduced admission to all sites and / or subsequently visited museums. Valid for
three consecutive days from the first entry made, can be purchased at the price of € 36.00 at all
museums and sites included in the offer, as well as in the Tourist Information Points of the City of
Rome and in partner exhibition spaces.
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Free admission to the following museums: Museo della Repubblica Romana e della memoria
garibaldina, Museo Bilotti at Villa Borghese, Museo Canonica, Museo delle Mura, Museo
Napoleonico and Villa di Massenzio (period of validity of the Roma Pass, in addition to 2 free tickets).
The Roma Pass includes public transportation within the city of Rome for three days only on urban

transport under the offer. Is valid until 24:00 on the third day from that of the first validation, on all
type of public transport ATAC local (bus, tram, metro and regional railways Roma-Lido, RomaViterbo Flaminio Piazza del Popolo and Roma-Giardinetti), within the City of Rome territory.
Are excluded special connections tpl Atac, the Trenitalia FR/FL regional railroads, the special link
Cotral Roma Tiburtina / Termini-Fiumicino Airport, the connection Trenitalia "No stop" Roma
Termini-Fiumicino Airport (Leonardo Express) and all connections to and from Fiumicino and
Ciampino Airport
For more informations: www.romapass.it
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Directions to property
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From the airpor “Leonardo Da Vinci”:
-

By taxi:
The municipality of Rome has an ongoing Convention to ensure no more than 48 euro fare for
routes within the Aurelian walls. Check before getting taxi;

-

By Train:
o

FL1: from "Airport" station take the FL1 (or FR1) railway line and get off at "Stazione
Trastevere", from here you can go on foot (about 500 meters) or by bus 766 until the
bus stop "MARCONI / PIAZZA DELLA RADIO

o

Leonardo Express: this line, faster than the FL1, lengthens the path as you can get off
at the stop just "STAZIONE TERMINI"; from here you can take bus 170 to the stop
"MARCONI / PIAZZA DELLA RADIO" or the H bus to the stop "GIANICOLENZE /
STAZIONE TRASTEVERE" then 500 meters walk

-

By bus:
o

COTRAL Bus: line to Termini Station; from here you can take bus 170 to the stop
"MARCONI /PIAZZA DELLA RADIO" or the H bus to the stop "GIANICOLENZE /
STAZIONE TRASTEVERE" then 500 meters walk
Alternatively you can get off at MAGLIANA stop; from here go to stop "VAL FIORITA"
and take the 780 bus and then get off at "PIAZZA DELLA RADIO". From here walk 50
meters and you are at home.

o

TERRAVISION Bus (private service): the line leading from the airport directly to
"StazioneTERMINI"; from here you can take bus 170 to the stop "MARCONI / PIAZZA
DELLA RADIO" or the H bus to the stop "GIANICOLENZE / STAZIONE
TRASTEVERE" then 500 meters walk

From the airport “G.B. Pastine” of Ciampino:
-

By taxi:

-

The municipality of Rome has an ongoing Convention to ensure no more than 35 euro fare for
routes within the Aurelian walls. Check before getting taxi;

-

By train:
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o

From airport take ATRAL line "Aeroporto --> Stazione FS Ciampino" (5 minutes journey);
from here take the regional railway line FL4/FR4 ar FL6/FR6 and get off at "Roma
Termini"; from the station you can take bus 170 up to the stop MARCONI/PIAZZA
DELLA RADIO or the H bus up to the stop GIANICOLENZE/STAZIONE TRASTEVERE
then 500 meters walk

-

By bus:
o

Bus TERRAVISION (private service): the line leading from the airport directly to
Termini Station; from here you can take bus 170 (get off at stop MARCONI/PIAZZA
DELLA RADIO) or the H bus (get off at stop GIANICOLENZE/STAZIONE
TRASTEVERE) then 500 meters walk
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Lines of public transport in the area
Below we give you directions to the lines of public transport in the area and useful for reaching the main
tourist areas. For detailed information refer to the official web site http://www.atac.roma.it/.

TRAM 8:

this tram on rail allows you quickly reach to "Piazza Venezia" and then the Roman Forum. To
take it just drive about 500 meters on foot to Viale Trastevere stop “STAZIONE TRASTEVERE”:

Bus 170:

the bus takes you to Termini station through the Testaccio area (where you can taste the real
kitchen "Roman" tradition), Bocca della Verità (Circus Maximus), Teatro Marcello, Piazza Venezia and Via
Nazionale. You can get it just below the house at the stop MARCONI/PIAZZA DELLA RADIO:
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Pay attention to the line 170 "diverted" whose path is slightly different (such you can see on map)

Bus 766:

The bus takes you to the Trastevere station (they are just 500 meters) from where you can
then take the metro lines Rail (FRxx / FLxx). You can get it just below the house at the stop MARCONI / PIAZZA
DELLA RADIO.
In the opposite direction, from the homonymous stop (but from 'the other side of Viale Marconi), in the
direction MILLEVOI allows you to reach, getting off at the stop "GIUSTINIANO", metro B at the "San Paolo"
stop.

Bus 781:

The route of this bus is similar to that of the bus 170 and stops at "Theater Marcello".
You can take it at the stop PIAZZA DELLA RADIO:
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Bus 780:

Similar to the 781, this bus line 781 runs along Viale Trastevere and going through the ruins of Largo
Argentina (Argentina Tower) lead up to Piazza Venezia.
You can take it at the stop “PIAZZA DELLA RADIO”.
Bus H:

The H bus is an alternative to other lines to reach the Termini station through Viale Trastevere, Torre
Argentina, Piazza Venezia and Via Nazionale. You can take it at the stop “GIANICOLENZE/STAZIONE
TRASTEVERE”:

